
Located in Hélécines (Brabant Wallon), the 2.5 hectares

Domaine Beekborne vineyard produces natural wines from 4

terroirs: Poupouye, Les Garennes, Meer and Bosquet Jadoul.

From a clay soil and 4 unique terroirs,  Patrick Carmans & Katrien

Vanderschot decided to produce natural wines near Hélécine - a

100% Belgian production! These authentic, natural wines, are

based on vitis viniféra varieties and French cloned ones (see

below) as well as a hand, traditional production.

Poupouye: south oriented slope featuring Chardonnay varieties

for the production of a monogrape white wine with apple and

dry fruit notes

Rue Beekborne 6

Hélécine - 1357

Phone number (main contact):

+498 10 32 61

https://www.beekborne.be/
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 The Domaine Beekborne vineyard in Hélécine

Patrick Carmans

The estate

4 unique terroirs



Les Garennes: a hard soil, difficult to work but perfect Pinot

noir, Pinot gris and Chardonnay, which produce a slightly pink

white wine (blanc de noir) with deep fruit notes

Meer: this terroir produces Pinot gris grapes for a monogrape

rock'n'roll wine

Bosquet Jadoul (2020): this vineyard is divided in 3

parcels: Chenin blanc, Aligoté, Chardonnay

 

 

The information contained herein is provided as a guide only.

We recommend that you check with the local supplier before you leave.
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